Deputy Registrar (Stores), Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi (IITD) on behalf of the Director, IITD invites **Expression of interest** for purchase of two-way radio Communication equipment (Base stations/Hand Sets/repeaters) from qualified, experienced, competent and financially sound companies possessing valid license from WPC (Wireless Planning and Coordination Wing) (Ministry of Telecommunication) for supply of new sets and disposal of obsolete sets. The company should also be able to procure license for operating additional sets from WPC on behalf of the Institute and should be willing to supply sets on buy-back basis.

**Pre-qualification Criteria:-**

1. Company must have a valid Dealership license from WPC.

2. Should have authorization from WPC to buy-back similar obsolete radio communication equipments (and dispose of the same suitably).

3. Should be able to apply for /surrender licenses to WPC on IIT Delhi's behalf for any new equipment purchased.

4. Have experience in the field for not less than 10 years, as on 31.03.2014.


6. Average Annual turnover of the Company should not be less than Rs.............. Lakhs as per ITCC or Profit & Loss statement for the last 5 years as on 31.03.2013.

Expression of Interest (EOI) Documents consisting of the set of terms and condition complied with by the DR (stores) to be received at the office of DR (stores) upto ............... on ................. EOI DOCUMENTS consisting of the set of terms and conditions complied with by the DR (stores) to be downloaded from IITD website [http://www.iitd.ac.in](http://www.iitd.ac.in) ...............to .................
COST OF EOI DOCUMENTS (non refundable) shall be Rs. 500/- to be paid in the form of Demand Draft drawn in favor of REGISTRAR IIT(Delhi), payable at Delhi, to be submitted in a separate cover at the time of submission of EOI. Application without fee shall not be considered.

The interested Firms are required to furnish the following documents, alongwith "Expression of Interest document".

a) Constitution of the Organization & Year of incorporation  
b) Organizational Structure  
c) PAN No:  
d) List of Organization to which the company has supplied Wireless equipments with similar term.  
e) Certificate stating that it has its own service workshop for providing maintenance service.  
f) Performance Certificate  
g) List of Technical staff presently working

Short listing shall be done after verification of the credentials and inspection of works carried out/in progress by the Firms, through an Expert Committee constituted by the competent authority. IIT (Delhi) reserves the rights to restrict 10(Ten) Consultant/Firm on relative merit.

Dated: ....................

Deputy Registrar (Stores)